
                         

Case Study 

Background 

Fortune 120 client and world's leading easy lodging, and rental 
homestays platform provider was looking for an able data labeling 
partner who can prepare highly accurate  training data to help 
scale client’s ML based AI initiatives enabled with NLP (Natural 
Language Processing). With years of expertise into training data 
labeling and offering all kinds of annotation services, Cogito Tech 
LLC was looped in by the client to perform the training data 
preparation task. 
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Client Overview 

Focusing primarily on home-stays, and room for vacation rentals 
and tourism activities, the client manages an online platform 
which connects individual travelers or thrill-seekers to stay in 
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Challenges Faced 

Every lodging location listed on the client's platform was reviewed 
by millions of users. The data of user reviews was gigantic and 
posed a huge challenge for studying and deriving out an analysis 
to meet the business objectives. Client wanted to develop an AI 
program for automating internal processes and improve the 
customer experience and take operational efficiency to the next 
level. For this the NLP approach was taken for which the 
requirement for preparing training data came up.  

Solution by Cogito 

To provide the right solution to the client, Cogito worked with a 

360-degree approach. With a proper plan in place, below solutions 

were given: 

• A specialized team of data annotators, experienced in NLP 
tasks was assigned. 
 

• Data annotation techniques - text classification and image 
classification were applied. 
 

• Delivery plan was chalked out after taking specific inputs from 
the clients. 
 

• The set of requirements given by the client were verified and 
formed on internal quality parameters. 

rental homestay owners. A large number of travelers throng to the 
client's platform each day to find best suitable places for rental 
stays across their native places or in other countries. 
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The Impact 

Meeting the timeline and delivering the NLP-focused data 
labeling needs, Cogito helped the client obtain high quality data 
for streamlining their internal process. It helped them map the big 
data and develop ML models for further training and 
implementation for AI initiatives. 
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“The absolute amount of focus that you get at Cogito, 
who personalize your project to become their goal, is 
amazing. We were able to start our project before the 
timeline because of them. The quality delivered is 
providing us stellar results. 
    Thanks, Cogito and our team” –  

Project Head, Client’s end 

Client’s Feedback 

• Three-level quality check was performed to ensure that the 
data labeling meets the assessment matrix at client’s end.  


